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“If you and your prospective partner adopt the principles and skills I describe
here, your relationship will be successful—not just for starters, but for the long
run.” An indispensable guide for any couple ready to set the foundation for a
loving and lasting union Committing fully to a loving partnership—a “we”—can be
one of the most beautiful and fulfilling experiences you’ll ever have. Yet as
anyone in a long-term relationship will tell you, it can also be one of the most
challenging. Almost half of all first marriages end in divorce, and chances go
down from there. So how do you beat the odds? “All successful long-term
relationships are secure relationships,” writes psychotherapist Stan Tatkin. “You
and your partner take care of each other in a way that ensures you both feel safe,
protected, accepted, and secure at all times.” In We Do, Tatkin provides a
groundbreaking guide for couples. You’ll figure out whether you and your partner
are right for each other in the long term, and if so, give your relationship a strong
foundation so you can enjoy a secure and lasting love. Highlights include: Create
a shared vision for your relationship, the key to a strong foundation It’s all about
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prevention—learn tools and techniques for preventing problems before they occur
Understand how to work with the psychological and biological influences in your
relationship—neuroscience, arousal regulation, attachment theory, and more
Numerous case studies with helpful examples of healthy and unhealthy
interactions, sample dialogues, and reflections Dozens of exercises—the
newlywed game, reading facial expressions, and many more fun and serious
practices to develop intimacy and security Handling conflict—how to broker winwin outcomes Build a loving relationship that helps you thrive and grow as both
individuals and a couple Common interests, physical attraction, shared values,
and good communication skills are the factors most commonly thought to indicate
a good partnership. Yet surprisingly, current research reveals that these are only
a small part of what makes for a healthy marriage—much more important are
psychological and biological influences. With We Do, you’ll learn to navigate
these elements and more, giving your relationship the best possible chance to
succeed.
EBOOK: Psychology: The Science of Mind and Behaviour, 4e
Chemical principles are fundamental to the Earth sciences, and geoscience
students increasingly require a firm grasp of basic chemistry to succeed in their
studies. The enlarged third edition of this highly regarded textbook introduces the
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student to such ‘geo-relevant’ chemistry, presented in the same lucid and
accessible style as earlier editions, but the new edition has been strengthened in
its coverage of environmental geoscience and incorporates a new chapter
introducing isotope geochemistry. The book comprises three broad sections. The
first (Chapters 1–4) deals with the basic physical chemistry of geological
processes. The second (Chapters 5–8) introduces the wave-mechanical view of
the atom and explains the various types of chemical bonding that give Earth
materials their diverse and distinctive properties. The final chapters (9–11) survey
the geologically relevant elements and isotopes, and explain their formation and
their abundances in the cosmos and the Earth. The book concludes with an
extensive glossary of terms; appendices cover basic maths, explain basic
solution chemistry, and list the chemical elements and the symbols, units and
constants used in the book.
A Report for the World Bank by the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact
Research and Analytics.
The growth of the environmental sciences has greatly expanded thescope of
biological disciplines today's engineers have to dealwith. Yet, despite its
fundamental importance, the full breadth ofbiology has been given short shrift in
most environmentalengineering and science courses. Filling this gap in the
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professional literature, EnvironmentalBiology for Engineers and Scientists
introduces students ofchemistry, physics, geology, and environmental
engineering to abroad range of biological concepts they may not otherwise
beexposed to in their training. Based on a graduate-level coursedesigned to
teach engineers to be literate in biological conceptsand terminology, the text
covers a wide range of biology withoutmaking it tedious for non-biology majors.
Teaching aids include: * Notes, problems, and solutions * Problem sets at the
end of each chapter * PowerPoints(r) of many figures A valuable addition to any
civil engineering and environmentalstudies curriculum, this book also serves as
an importantprofessional reference for practicing environmental professionalswho
need to understand the biological impacts of pollution.
Newly updated, Botany: An Introduction to Plant Biology, Fourth Edition provides
an current, thorough overview of the fundamentals of botany. The topics and
chapters are organized in a sequence that is easy to follow, beginning with the
most familiar -- structure -- and proceeding to the less familiar -- metabolism -then finishing with those topics that are probably the least familiar to most
beginning students -- genetics, evolution, the diversity of organisms, and ecology.
Important Notice: The digital edition of this book is missing some of the images or
content found in the physical edition.
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This unprecedented collection of 27,000 quotations is the most comprehensive and
carefully researched of its kind, covering all fields of science and mathematics. With this
vast compendium you can readily conceptualize and embrace the written images of
scientists, laymen, politicians, novelists, playwrights, and poets about humankind's
scientific achievements. Approximately 9000 high-quality entries have been added to
this new edition to provide a rich selection of quotations for the student, the educator,
and the scientist who would like to introduce a presentation with a relevant quotation
that provides perspective and historical background on his subject. Gaither's Dictionary
of Scientific Quotations, Second Edition, provides the finest reference source of science
quotations for all audiences. The new edition adds greater depth to the number of
quotations in the various thematic arrangements and also provides new thematic
categories.
"Over the last half billion years, there have been five major mass extinctions, when the
diversity of life on Earth suddenly and dramatically contracted. Scientists are currently
monitoring the sixth extinction, predicted to be the most devastating since the asteroid
impact that wiped out the dinosaurs. This time around the cataclysm is us. In this book
the author tells us why and how human beings have altered life on the planet in a way
no species has before. She provides a moving account of the disappearances of
various species occurring all around us and traces the evolution of extinction as
concept, from its first articulation by Georges Cuvier in revolutionary Paris up to Lyell
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and Darwin, and through the present day. The sixth extinction is likely to be mankind's
most lasting legacy, compelling us to rethink the fundamental question of what it means
to be human". -- Back cover.
This book focuses on the nanofiber membrane’s fabrication, characterization, and
performance for medical, environment and energy applications. Topics include polymer,
inorganic and composite-form nanofiber membrane materials. Top Research teams
from varied disciplines and continents outline applied nanofiber membrane fabrication
techniques and characterizations. Promising nanofiber membranes for improving and
enhancing technologies used in drug delivery, wound healing, tissue engineering, water
and wastewater treatment and purification, gas separation and purification, air
purification, and fuel cells are discussed along with the likely path forward for
commercial usage. Key Features: Shares the most recent discovery solutions from
experts all over the globe for the numerous problems in medical, environmental and
energy applications. Provides a holistic cycle of nanofiber membrane development
which comprehensively discusses the membrane preparation, characterizations,
performance and the way forward for a specific process and application. Explains the
mechanism of separation and purification. Focuses on the nanofiber membrane’s
fabrication, characterizations, and performance in various scenarios and commercial
applications.
Independent, scientifically based, integrated, policy-relevant analysis of current and
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emerging energy issues for specialists and policymakers in academia, industry,
government.
This book addresses the fundamental requirement for aninterdisciplinary catchment
based approach to managing andprotecting water resources that crucially includes
anunderstanding of land use and its management. In thisapproach the hydrological
cycle links mountains to the sea, andecosystems in rivers, groundwaters, lakes,
wetlands, estuaries andcoasts forming an essential continuum directly influenced by
humanactivity. The book provides a synthesis of current and future thinking
incatchment management, and shows how the specific problems thatarise in water use
policy can be addressed within the context of anintegrated approach to management.
The book is written for advancedstudents, researchers, fellow academics and water
sectorprofessionals such as planners and regulators. The intention is tohighlight
examples and case studies that have resonance not onlywithin natural sciences and
engineering but with academicsin other fields such as socio-economics, law and policy.
Examining urban environmental issues at the macro, municipal level down to the micro
community and individual level, this volume features cities and metropolitan regions
across the global north and south with case studies from the United States, Canada,
Eastern and Western Europe to India, Central America, South America and Africa.
This book offers a completely up-to-date summary of nutritional medicine as it applies
to frontline medical professionals, medical students and the interested layperson.
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Newspapers often give contradictory and confusing reports on issues such as alcohol
intake, dietary sugars versus fats and the value (or lack thereof) of taking supplements.
In addition, many GPs are as confused as their patients on these matters as they get
very little education in nutrition either at medical school or afterwards. However,
nutritional medicine is not really that confusing. There is some disagreement among
experts, but there is a consensus on the most important issues, albeit with slight
variations. The book summarises these generally agreed opinions, but explains where
there are differences of opinion, detailing the reasons for these.
The biological composition and richness of most of the Earth's major ecosystems are
being dramatically and irreversibly transformed by anthropogenic activity. Yet, despite
the vast areal extent of our oceans, the mainstay of research to-date in the biodiversityecosystem functioning arena has been weighted towards ecological observations and
experimentation in terrestrial plant and soil systems. This book provides a framework
for extending these concepts to a variety of marine systems. Marine Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Functioning is the first book to address the latest advances in biodiversityfunction science using marine examples. It brings together contributions from the
leading scientists in the field to provide an in-depth evaluation of the science, before
offering a perspective on future research directions for some of the most pressing
environmental issues facing society today and in the future.
Unlike any other introductory environmental science text, Robert Kaufmann and Cutler
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Cleveland's "Environmental Science" takes a fresh approach to the subject by weaving
themes of energy and materials, economic systems, and policy throughout the entire
text. A story of real science is simply told through examples of cutting-edge content,
real-world applications, and a distinctive conceptual illustration program..
The need to understand the theories and applications of economic and finance risk has
been clear to everyone since the financial crisis, and this collection of original essays
proffers broad, high-level explanations of risk and uncertainty. The economics of risk
and uncertainty is unlike most branches of economics in spanning from the individual
decision-maker to the market (and indeed, social decisions), and ranging from purely
theoretical analysis through individual experimentation, empirical analysis, and applied
and policy decisions. It also has close and sometimes conflicting relationships with
theoretical and applied statistics, and psychology. The aim of this volume is to provide
an overview of diverse aspects of this field, ranging from classical and foundational
work through current developments. Presents coherent summaries of risk and
uncertainty that inform major areas in economics and finance Divides coverage
between theoretical, empirical, and experimental findings Makes the economics of risk
and uncertainty accessible to scholars in fields outside economics
Newly updated, Botany: An Introduction to Plant Biology, Fourth Edition provides an
current, thorough overview of the fundamentals of botany. The topics and chapters are
organized in a sequence that is easy to follow, beginning with the most familiar -Page 9/15
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structure -- and proceeding to the less familiar -- metabolism -- then finishing with those
topics that are probably the least familiar to most beginning students -- genetics,
evolution, the diversity of organisms, and ecology.
Despite claims to the contrary, the science of ecology has a long history of building
theories. Many ecological theories are mathematical, computational, or statistical,
though, and rarely have attempts been made to organize or extrapolate these models
into broader theories. The Theory of Ecology brings together some of the most
respected and creative theoretical ecologists of this era to advance a comprehensive,
conceptual articulation of ecological theories. The contributors cover a wide range of
topics, from ecological niche theory to population dynamic theory to island
biogeography theory. Collectively, the chapters ably demonstrate how theory in ecology
accounts for observations about the natural world and how models provide predictive
understandings. It organizes these models into constitutive domains that highlight the
strengths and weaknesses of ecological understanding. This book is a milestone in
ecological theory and is certain to motivate future empirical and theoretical work in one
of the most exciting and active domains of the life sciences.
Concern over the effects of chemicals in the environment has been increasing for many years.
Environmental contamination by DDT, Aldrin, Dieldrin, mercury, PCBs, organotins and many
other sub stances are all part of the public consciousness and have led to widespread attention
to this topic. Some of the concerns have arisen because human health has been affected
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when contaminants have been consumed via the food chain-for instance in the case of
'Minimata disease' in Japan. In other cases, direct effects on other components of ecosystems
have given cause for alarm. The toxic effects which any chemical can cause are a function of
exposure and innate toxicity, i.e. of the ability to reach in sufficient quantity a site where a
biological process can be disrupted and of the tendency to cause disruption when it gets there.
The processes by which chemicals reach sites of toxic action are the subject of this book, and
are a fundamental consideration in ecotoxi cology. When a chemical enters the environment
e.g. via a spillage or in an effluent, it is potentially subject to a wide variety of processes which
may eliminate it from the environment completely, modify it into a more or less harmful
substance, or transfer it to another part of the environment. The processes involved are
complex and highly variable, but it is essential to increase our understanding of them.
Focusing on shocks modeling, burn-in and heterogeneous populations, Stochastic Modeling
for Reliability naturally combines these three topics in the unified stochastic framework and
presents numerous practical examples that illustrate recent theoretical findings of the authors.
The populations of manufactured items in industry are usually heterogeneous. However, the
conventional reliability analysis is performed under the implicit assumption of homogeneity,
which can result in distortion of the corresponding reliability indices and various
misconceptions. Stochastic Modeling for Reliability fills this gap and presents the basics and
further developments of reliability theory for heterogeneous populations. Specifically, the
authors consider burn-in as a method of elimination of ‘weak’ items from heterogeneous
populations. The real life objects are operating in a changing environment. One of the ways to
model an impact of this environment is via the external shocks occurring in accordance with
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some stochastic point processes. The basic theory for Poisson shock processes is developed
and also shocks as a method of burn-in and of the environmental stress screening for
manufactured items are considered. Stochastic Modeling for Reliability introduces and
explores the concept of burn-in in heterogeneous populations and its recent development,
providing a sound reference for reliability engineers, applied mathematicians, product
managers and manufacturers alike.
Knowledge of insect movement, particularly of flight, is crucial to our understanding of the great
ecological and evolutionary success of insects. The last 20 years have seen many advances in
this subject area. New fields have arisen, such as metapopulation theory, and dramatic
developments have taken place in methods of studying movement, as a result of new
techniques in molecular biology and radar monitoring. There have also been advances in our
knowledge of flight-related physiology and behaviour. This book, which is based on the main
papers presented at the Royal Entomological Society's 20th Symposium held in September
1999, brings us up to date with these developments.It contains chapters on:flight
mechanismsforaging movementsmigrationthe evolution of movement strategiesthe interactions
between dispersal rates, population structure and gene flow the effects of climate change on
geographical distributionIt is essential reading for entomologists, and of interest to those
researching animal behaviour, physiology, ecology and genetics.
As new information is introduced and environmental changes occur, Plant Biology continues to
develop and evolve as a science. Updated and revised to keep pace with these developments,
the Fifth Edition of Botany: An Introduction to Plant Biology provides a modern and
comprehensive overview of the fundamentals of botany while retaining the important focus of
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natural selection, analysis of botanical phenomena, and diversity. Students are first introduced
to topics that should be most familiar (plant structure), proceed to those less familiar (plant
physiology and development), and conclude with topics that are likely least familiar to the
introductory student (genetics, evolution, and ecology). Mauseth is sure to provide the latest
material on molecular biology and plant biotechnology in an effort to keep pace with these
advancing areas of study. All sections are written to be self-contained allowing for a flexible
presentation of course material. Key Features: - Includes new content on molecular biology,
plant biotechnology, and the most recent coverage of taxonomy and phylogeny of plants. Now available with a new electronic laboratory manual. - Plants Do Things Differently boxes
help students understand and compare plant biology with human biology. - End-of-chapter
study guide includes nearly 50 or more questions in each chapter, urging students to test
themselves on the most important points in the chapter. - Alternatives boxes encourage
students to think expansively about alternative aspects of plant biology that are more
advantageous in certain conditions.
In this edited volume, leading environmental policy experts from China, USA, and Europe
provide a contemporary view of Chinese environmental policy, analyzing current discussions
among various actors and agencies. The book covers a wide range of topics including the gap
between national policy goals and their local implementation, cultural and social factors
shaping political behavior, legal and political systems affecting environmental policy creation
and execution, new societal forces participating in environmental policymaking and
governance, and local state strategies tasked with navigating a mix of political, legal, and
societal forces. Featuring in-depth, empirically-grounded analyses with interdisciplinary
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approaches, the book is ideal reading for scholars interested in the complex nature of
balancing Chinese environmental sustainability and economic growth.
This book illustrates the value of reproductive sciences in the management and conservation
of wildlife species.
This book addresses six key factors that will affect environmental policies in the Mediterranean
region during the next fifty years: population growth, climate change, soil erosion and
desertification, water scarcity, food production, and urbanization and pollution. The authors
assess these as potential sources of violent conflict. The interdisciplinary approach makes this
a relevant and useful reference for a broad range of professionals, specialists and researchers.
This comprehensive text focuses on the increasingly important issues of urban geochemical
mapping with key coverage of the distribution and behaviour of chemicals and compounds in
the urban environment. Clearly structured throughout, the first part of the book covers general
aspects of urban chemical mapping with an overview of current practice and reviews of
different aspects of the component methodologies. The second part includes case histories
from different urban areas around Europe authored by those national or academic institutions
tasked with investigating the chemical environments of their major urban centers.
Ideal for allied health and pre-nursing students, Alcamo’s Fundamentals of Microbiology, Body
Systems Edition, retains the engaging, student-friendly style and active learning approach for
which award-winning author and educator Jeffrey Pommerville is known. It presents diseases,
complete with new content on recent discoveries, in a manner that is directly applicable to
students and organized by body system. A captivating art program, learning design format, and
numerous case studies draw students into the text and make them eager to learn more about
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the fascinating world of microbiology.
As one of the most quantitative of ecological subdisciplines, resource competition is an
important, central area of ecology. Recently research into this area has increased dramatically
and resource competition models have become more complex. The characterisation of this
phenomenon is therefore the aim of this book. Resource Competition seeks to identify the
unifying principles emerging from experimental and theoretical approaches as well as the
differences between organisms, illustrating that greater knowledge of resource competition will
benefit human and environmental welfare. This book will serve as an indispensable guide to
ecologists, evolutionary biologists and environmental managers, and all those interested in
resource competition as an emerging discipline.
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